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Criminal Propaganda of Omission seeks to conceal the fact that the West and its terrorist
proxies do not seek peace in Syria, nor do they seek to safeguard civilians.

Agencies such as Amnesty International[1], and all of Western mainstream media (MSM),
have devolved to the status of being vectors for war propaganda.

A  significant  strategy  employed  is  to  fabricate  stories  that  omit  core  facts  that  would
otherwise negate the intended messaging, whose sole purpose is to advance terrorism and
wars of aggression – the Supreme International Crime.

The situation in Eastern Ghouta, Syria provides an exemplary template to demonstrate this
strategy of criminal war propaganda.

MSM obliterates from their White Helmets and SOHR – fed narratives the reason for the
campaign against the terrorists in Ghouta[2].  Just as the media erased the victims of the
majority of citizens in Aleppo who were being daily bombarded by terrorists in East Aleppo,
so too has the messaging erased the causal factors which have provoked situation in East
Ghouta: terrorists violated UN SC Resolution 2401 by attacking those who sought to leave
via pre-arranged “Humanitarian Corridors”[3].  They shot people attempting to leave, and
they bombed the humanitarian corridors — just like they did in Aleppo.

Reportedly,yesterday – on or about March 1, 2018 – terrorists slaughtered a family of six
who were attempting to flee from terrorist-occupied East Ghouta.  Obliterated also from the
messaging  is  that  these  terrorists  –  all  of  them  al  Qaeda  or  al  Qaeda-affiliated  –  have
murdered about 7,000[4] people in Damascus.  These crucial facts have been erased by
MSM stories.   Similarly,  MSM, in its  propaganda -fueled messaging,  failed to note that
terrorists from Aleppo had murdered almost 11,000[5] people

When core elements such as those above are omitted from MSM narratives, the narratives
devolve into fabricated war propaganda, totally devoid of any other purpose.

In the following twitter post, Amal Saad demonstrates the lie.  In the first AP article, terrorist
Mohammad Alloush of the Army of Islam publicly states that only occupiers and “Assad’s
regime” will leave (and hence civilians will stay) during a “Humanitarian pause” while the
subsequent extract suggests that civilians independently chose not to leave.
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The AP messaging perpetuates the deception that citizens choose not to leave Ghouta (and
therefore must be happy living in terrorist-controlled areas) just as it conveyed the same
lies when Aleppo was besieged by terrorists.

Obliterated from the  messaging is  that  all  of  Damascus  is  being  held  captive  by  the
terrorists’ bombs, that civilians in Ghouta are being used as human shields[7], and that the
terrorists themselves are agents of the West whose presence in Syria is and always has
been illegal according to Nuremburg standards.

Legitimate  reporting  looks  quite  different  from  the  propaganda  feeds  that  remain
ascendant.  Tom Duggan reports, directly from Syria, free from the corrupt tentacles of
Western media agencies:
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Order Mark Taliano’s Book “Voices from Syria” directly from Global Research.  

Taliano talks and listens to the people of Syria. He reveals the courage and resilience of a
Nation and its people in their day to day lives, after more than six years of US-NATO
sponsored terrorism and three years of US “peacemaking” airstrikes.

Mark Taliano combines years of research with on-the-ground observations to present an
informed and well-documented analysis that refutes  the mainstream media narratives on
Syria. 
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